Automating the Payment Management Process

CashComplete™ Connect is the most comprehensive and sophisticated cloud-based payment management platform on the market.
It integrates all elements of the cash ecosystem – all points where cash transactions take place – enabling managers and executives to
understand what’s happening across the entire organization without having to manually interact with multiple systems or consolidate reports.
Information from payment management hardware, software and back office systems comes together in an easy to use, seamless way.

Real-Time Visibility, Analytics and Reconciliation Reduces the Cost of Cash
From a web browser or mobile device, retail managers and executives can access the CashComplete™ Connect dashboard to monitor
cash flow and sales, pull POS reports and generate analytics at any level from all connected devices throughout the organization. All
functions involved in payment management, from IT to Operations to Loss Prevention to Treasury will benefit from increased access to
timely information integrating all elements of the cash ecosystem. Not only does CashComplete™ Connect reduce the cost of cash, but
it will improve overall employee productivity, reduce working capital, prevent shrinkage and maximize operational efficiency.
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CashComplete™ Connect Editions At-A-Glance
The CashComplete™ Connect platform is currently available in Basic, Enterprise (previously Business Edition) and Retail Editions, with
the Transportation Edition coming soon.
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Real time machine error notification
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Smart Groups™ for sites and machine users
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Advanced user permissions
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Advanced REST API for full read/write access to data
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Support for selected third party devices
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Features
Real time dashboards with machine, cash and user status

Configure and modify machines, users and sites
Multi language and currency supported
Advanced reporting and analytics
Real time alerting via email and SMS

Retail cashier balancing including POS integration
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Retail operations dashboard
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Service Level Agreement
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Introducing CashComplete™ Retail Edition
Built on the market-leading Enterprise platform, CashComplete™ Connect – Retail Edition is now available. This revolutionary payment
management solution offers features such as automation of cashier till management, automatic reconciliation at the end of each shift,
near immediate awareness of potential shrinkage issues, improvement in cashier productivity, and visibility into cash positions and
operations that can streamline audit functions and reporting processes. This product interfaces with GL systems and integrates with
POS. These features can significantly reduce the cost of cash for the retailer. Retail Edition was piloted by HMSHost, an industry leader
in airport food service, with positive results.

How does CashComplete™ - Retail Edition Work?
Every day at the store level, someone needs to manually add up the till, plus deposit, and then balance at the end of each shift.
CashComplete™ Connect – Retail Edition automates the process of reconciling the cashier point-of-sale by pulling data from all devices
connected to CCC as well as data from the POS system. These two data sets are then pulled together, in real time, into a reconciled
specialized report that provides full circle, end-to-end visibility for all circulation of cash for all individuals, groups, and locations –
across the entire organization.

The cost and complexity of cash goes far beyond smart safes and recyclers.
CashComplete™ Connect – Retail Edition is a next generation product
to address these issues in a fully integrated, easy to use solution.
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